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Parkinson's disease is currently one of the brain disorders with the quickest rate of 
growth. Although understanding regarding this condition is increasing and advances can 
be seen in every discipline around it, no cure is presently available. The current focus is 
on giving the finest care possible and developing novel methods for enhancing the 
patient's quality of life and autonomy. 
 
Physiotherapy is a profession that uses a wide range of techniques to treat patients with 
various restrictions. In order to provide the greatest care, a physiotherapist's role is to 
modify their approach to the patient's needs and stay up to date on the most recent 
research. The use of therapeutic exercise is crucial in the field and has a variety of 
applications. An emerging method for managing Parkinson's disease is forced exercise. 
The objective of this thesis was to review the evidence on the effectiveness of forced 
exercise on Parkinson's disease symptoms. 
 
For this thesis, a narrative literature review was used. The objective was to gather 
evidence-based information about forced exercise and how it might be used to treat 
Parkinson's disease. To give a more comprehensive review and reduce the likelihood of 
bias, a more systematized approach was adopted. 
 
Following a review of the chosen article, the findings indicated that forced exercise has 
a positive impact on motor symptoms, while the findings are inconclusive or do not 
indicate any benefits for non-motor symptoms. 
 
In summary, forced exercise may be helpful for certain patients, especially those with 
motor symptoms, but it is still an individualized approach that may not produce the same 
outcomes with every patient. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Parkinson's disease is a neurodegenerative illness that targets the neurons responsible 

for movement control ("What is Parkinson's?," n.d. .) Parkinson's disease is reportedly 

the "fastest growing brain illness in the world," (Seven Million Cases of Parkinson’s 

Disease - The Fastest Growing Brain Disease in the World, 2021) with a plethora of 

symptoms. It is a condition that is primarily diagnosed after the age of 60, and its 

prevalence rises with age (Reeve et al., 2014.) The diagnosis of Parkinson's disease is 

quite difficult and can take a long time due to the variation in the development of 

symptoms and the rate of the illness in the patients. Even while some of the research 

has established a link between the disease and genetic and environmental factors, the 

reasons remain unexplained. (Keus, Munneke, Graziano et al., 2014, 20.)  

 

The physiotherapist's involvement in Parkinson's disease is a key element of the 

treatment. Thanks to their training, physiotherapy will be able to slow down and even 

treat some Parkinson's symptoms using various approaches. (Caddick, 2020.) The 

involvement of the professionals in the patient's and their family's education elevates 

them to a significant role in treatment. Because the condition is so complicated, it is 

critical that physiotherapists undergo sufficient training during their studies in order to 

deliver the best therapy possible. (Website of Parkinson’s foundation, 2019.) 

 

Forced exercise is defined as a physical activity that is performed on a tandem or 

motorized bike in order to maintain a specific cadence and with a target heart rate that 

is determined with the patient's age and level of physical activity. It is a method that 

started to emerge in 2003 thanks to Dr Jay Alberts who then conducted a lot of research 

on the subject. (Forced Exercise With Theracycle Parkinson’s Disease Bikes Study, 

2010.) 

 

 

Mari Törne and the degree program of physiotherapy are ordering this thesis.  
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2 PARKINSON’S DISEASE 

Parkinson’s illness was named after James Parkinson, a British doctor who published 

a medical essay called "An essay on shaking palsy" in 1817. It was not until 1861 that 

French neurologist Jean-Martin Charcot began to research the disease and discovered 

two stages: tremor and rigidity. He is also the one who suggested using James 

Parkinson's name for the condition because he recognizes that Parkinson's patients 

have something other than a regular shaking palsy. Parkinson had already 

hypothesized that the condition was caused by a malfunction in the medulla region of 

the brain. (Goetz, 2011; McCoy & Bass, 2016.) The purpose of this section will be to 

first determine what brain activity is required to create a voluntary or controlled 

movement, and then to comprehend the impact of the disease on the brain that causes 

those motions to be disrupted.  

2.1 Pathophysiology 

The cerebellum, cerebrum, and brainstem are typically seen as the three components 

of the brain. Each of those regions contributes in some way to the creation of a 

voluntary movement. The greatest portion of the brain is called the cerebrum. It is 

made up of white matter in the cerebrum's center and grey matter on the cerebrum's 

periphery. Each of the two hemispheres of the cerebrum contains four lobes. These are 

the frontal, parietal, occipital, and temporal lobes. (Image 1) (Lobes of the Brain, 2022) 

 
Image 1 Lobes of the brain 
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There is a region called the motor cortex located near the back of the frontal lobe. The 

motor cortex is divided into three regions which are essential in motor control: the 

premotor cortex, the supplementary motor cortex, and the primary motor cortex. 

(Image 2) (Regions of the Motor Cortex, n.d.) 

  
Image 2 Main regions of the motor cortex  

  

To produce a simple movement of one body component, the primary motor cortex 

requires less activation. Both the premotor and supplementary motor systems require 

greater stimulation, which leads to more intricate movements and coordinated use of 

several body parts. Since the motor cortex is somatotopically arranged, distinct parts 

of the motor cortex oversee controlling the movement of specific parts of the body. 

The bodily components associated with more specialized, delicate, or precise motions 

are having a larger influence in the depiction known as the homunculus. (Knierim, 

2020b.) (Image 3) (The Relative Homuncular Representation of the Primary Motor 

Cortex, n.d.)  
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Image 3 Penfiled’s Homunculus  

 

Signals are sent to the basal ganglia by the motor cortex when a voluntary movement 

is initiated. In response, the motor cortex will receive information from the basal 

ganglia via the thalamus. The motor cortex must then communicate a movement 

command to the muscle via the spinal cord to complete the movement. 

(ArmandoHasudungan, 2016.) 

 

In the center of the brain, there is a collection of structures known as the basal ganglia. 

The caudate putamen, two globus pallidus (one external and one internal), the 

subthalamic nucleus, the nucleus accumbens, and the substancia nigra (that has two 

parts the pars compacta and the pars reticula) make up this structure. Under a different 

name, some of these structures are clustered together. The striatum, also known as the 

neostriatum, is made up of the caudate putamen, caudate nucleus, and nucleus 

accumbens. The corpus striatum is created when the globus pallidus is combined with 

the preceding group. (Knierim, 2020a.) The connections between the structures are 

made using two different neurotransmitters, glutamate (GluT), which has an excitatory 

effect, and gamma aminobutyric acid (GABA), which has an inhibitory effect. The 

basal ganglia coordinates acquired movement patterns and controls muscle tone, but it 

does not initiate controlled movements; rather, it aids in their production. Input refers 

to the signal transmitted from the motor cortex to the basal ganglia, and output refers 
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to the signal sent from the basal ganglia to the motor cortex. (ArmandoHasudungan, 

2016.)  

There are two paths that are processing the motor cortex’s signals in the basal ganglia. 

These two paths are referred to as direct and indirect pathways. The direct pathway 

will produce a movement and the indirect pathway will stop the movement or a 

competing movement. (Knierim, 2020a.)  

 

The direct pathways begin with the motor cortex providing glutamate-based excitatory 

signals to the striatum. The striatum is stimulated by the glutamate neuron. The 

GABAergic neuron in the striatum will instantly inhibit the GABAergic neurons in the 

globus pallidus interna (GPint) and the substancia nigra. The GABAergic neuron in 

the GPint normally inhibits the thalamus, but because the striatum is inhibiting the 

GPint, it no longer does so. The thalamus will be able to communicate excitatory 

signals to the motor cortex and permit movement via the corticospinal tract as a result 

of the thalamic neuron's disinhibition. (ArmandoHasudungan, 2016; Knierim, 2020a). 

(Image 4) (Direct and Indirect Pathways of the Basal Ganglia, 2022) 

 

 
Image 4 Direct pathway of the basal ganglia 
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The indirect pathway likewise begins with glutamate-based excitatory impulses from 

the motor cortex to the striatum. When the latter is stimulated, it begins to inhibit the 

globus pallidus externa (GPext) via GABAergic neurons. The natural action of GPext 

is to inhibit the subthalamic nucleus. However, because the GPext has been inhibited 

by the striatum, the inhibition of the subthalamic nucleus will be reduced. By not being 

inhibited, the latter will be able to stimulate the GPint via glutamate neurons. Its 

activation will inhibit the thalamus and cause the movement to halt. 

(khanacademymedicine, 2015a; Knierim, 2020a.) (Image 5) (Direct and Indirect 

Pathways of the Basal Ganglia, 2022) 

 

 
Image 5 Indirect pathway of the basal ganglia 

 

The basal ganglia need to keep a good balance between the direct and indirect 

pathways to create an appropriate movement. The dopaminergic pathway, also called 

nigrostriatal project, is there to ensure this balance. Dopamine is a neurotransmitter 

that enables cells to communicate with one another (Cristol, 2019). It can bind to either 

the D1 or D2 type of receptor. It has an excitatory effect on the neuron when it binds 

to D1 receptors, but an inhibitory effect on the neuron when it binds to D2 receptors. 

Direct pathway neurons in the striatum have D1 receptors and indirect pathway 
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neurons in the striatum have D2 receptors. In this nigrostriatal project we can 

distinguish three different structures. The first two are contained in the term; nigro- 

refers to the substance nigra, and striatal refers to the striatum. The subthalamic 

nucleus is the final structure. The subthalamic nucleus will send excitatory signals to 

the substancia nigra pars compacta. This excitatory signal will allow the substancia 

nigra to produce dopamine. The neurotransmitters when used in the direct pathways, 

will bind to the D1 receptors via the dopamine neurons and excite the inhibitory 

neurons in the striatum. The result of this excitation is an increase in the action of the 

inhibitory neurons so a bigger inhibition of the GPint. This will allow the thalamus to 

be more active and so have a bigger signal to the motor cortex and then to the muscles. 

(khanacademymedicine, 2015b; Knierim, 2020a.) In the indirect pathways the 

neurotransmitters will bind to D2 receptors. These receptors will inhibit the striatum's 

activity, setting off a series of events in the indirect pathway. The GPext will not be as 

inhibited, the subthalamic nucleus will not be as excitatory, and the GPint will not be 

able to completely inhibit the thalamus so that it can send a signal to the motor cortex 

to cause a movement. (khanacademymedicine, 2015a; Knierim, 2020a.) 

 

Parkinson's disease is caused by the death of dopamine neurons in the substancia nigra 

pars compacta. The onset of motor symptoms typically coincides with striatal 

dopamine levels below 20% and neuronal loss of 50% or more. Although the exact 

causes of this loss are still unknown, current research points to several potential factors 

that may have contributed. The nigrostriatal system is unable to operate correctly after 

the dopamine neurons are lost. It will not be able to stimulate the direct pathway and 

inhibit the indirect pathway. The nigrostriatal pathway plays a crucial function in fine-

tuning both pathways to maintain balance and produce controlled fluid movements. 

Dopamine will not be present in sufficient quantities to bind to either the D1 or D2 

receptors. The indirect pathway will become overstimulated due to the nigrostriatal 

pathway's inability to control it, which will block the activity of the thalamus and 

prevent movement. This is due to the dopamine inability to bind to the D2 receptors. 

The nigrostriatal pathways cannot stimulate the direct routes because dopamine will 

not bind with the D1 receptors. Dopamine will cause the direct pathway to be 

stimulated, which will result in faster movement; however, low dopamine levels will 

block this ability. This process will result in decrease signal from the motor cortex to 

the muscles via the corticospinal tract and produce motor symptoms such as tremors, 
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rigidity, or bradykinesia. (Knierim, 2020; Parkinson’s Disease | Armando 

Hasudungan, n.d. .) 

2.2 Epidemiology, incidence, and prevalence 

Because it can take years to get a thorough diagnosis and then record those cases in 

the incidence and prevalence, Parkinson's disease is a difficult disease to study. 

Researching on a global scale is incredibly challenging because it is dependent on 

several factors that are unique to each country. Age, sex, ethnicity, and environmental 

pollution are only a few of these factors. (Ou et al., 2021.) 

 

More than 9 million people in the world are estimated to have Parkinson's disease; 

when compared to the 2016 estimate of 6 million, we can see the rapid growth of the 

disease. (Maserejian et al., 2020.) This number is also expected to rise to 12-17 million 

by 2040 (Dorsey, 2018.) 

 

In terms of gender, studies have shown that men have a 1.5 to 2 times higher incidence 

than women. The reasons are unknown, but one avenue of investigation is the 

neuroprotection provided by estrogen, a female hormone. (Wooten, 2004.) 

 

Parkinson's disease is an illness that primarily affects the elderly. Only a few cases are 

discovered before the age of 50. The average age of arrival of symptoms is between 

62 and 70 years old. The incidence increases between the ages of 70 and 79 but 

declines after the age of 80. (Muangpaisan et al., 2011.) The category of those above 

the age of 80 is also the most undiagnosed. The prevalence of Parkinson's disease is 

0.3 percent in the general population, 1 percent in those aged 60 and up, and 3 percent 

in those aged 80 and above. (Lee & Gilbert, 2016.) This information can help us 

understand why the frequency of PD cases is higher in areas where life expectancy is 

higher (Driver et al., 2009.)  

 

Ethnicity has a significant role in the current understanding of Parkinson's disease. 

Numerous research has been conducted to assess its impact on illness distribution in 

the population. According to current research, Hispanics, followed by Whites, have a 
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greater PD incidence than Asians, and finally Blacks. It is also worth noting that, when 

compared to women of the same age and ethnicity, the incidence for Hispanic, white, 

and black men is nearly doubled. It corresponds to the previous statement. Women, on 

the other hand, have a slightly greater incidence rate in Asian populations. For the time 

being, those results have no explanation. (Eeden et al., 2003.) Even though the 

incidence of ethnicity has been extensively examined, fresh research tends to cast 

doubt on its validity. The absence of thorough research with Hispanic and Black 

populations is one of the main points of conflict. Disparities in access to healthcare for 

those populations are posing a challenge to research based just on hospitalization or 

only obtaining their data from the healthcare system. (Bailey et al., 2020.) It has also 

been revealed that Black population in Africa have a lower incidence of Parkinson's 

disease than Black population in the United States, leading to the hypothesis that 

ethnicity may not be the most crucial factor, but rather the global environment in which 

those groups live. (Ben-Joseph et al., 2020; Sauerbier et al., 2018.) 

The etiology being still unknown, the hypothesis of an environmental factor has 

grown, and studies have been conducted to investigate the risk factor of living in urban 

or rural settings. The outcomes of these studies differ from one another. Some studies 

find that urban areas have a higher incidence (Chen et al., 2009; Wright Willis et al., 

2010), whereas others find no conclusive proof for any difference (Ferraz et al., 1996.) 

Another aspect that several studies looked at was the quality of life for people with 

Parkinson's disease in those areas. The Parkinson disease quality of life questionnaire 

(PDQ-39) yielded a worse score in rural locations. These scores are heavily influenced 

by stigma, awareness of the pathology, and cognition in those areas. (Klepac, 2007.) 

In a 2018 study, the average income, rather than the region, was discovered to be an 

important epidemiological factor. Parkinson’s disease was more common in lower-

income areas, whether rural or urban. (Marras, 2018.) 

2.3 Etiology 

Parkinson's disease has an etiology that is currently unknown. Much research has been 

conducted and continues to be conducted in order to better understand the etiology of 

this condition. At this time, genetical and environmental factors have been identified 

as factors that increase the likelihood of developing the condition. (Causes, n.d. .) 
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2.3.1 Genetics 

Only a few years ago, genetics was being investigated as a cause of Parkinson's 

disease. There is a small percentage of cases when the condition is handed along from 

parents to children due to genetic changes. In the last two decades, key discoveries 

have been made, including the identification of 28 loci, or genes that are in a specific 

location on a chromosome and can cause Parkinson's disease if they are mutated. 

(Podcast: Six New Genetic Risk Factors for Parkinson’s Identified, 2014.) 

Unfortunately, scientists are still learning about the full scope of those changes, and 

even if the mutation is present in someone, they may not get the disease (Genetics and 

Parkinson’s, n.d. .) These findings led the researchers to believe that the etiology of 

Parkinson's disease was multifactorial, that a mix of genetics and environment, 

together with population aging, was responsible for the disease's significant evolution 

(Ball, 2019.) 

2.3.2 Environmental factors 

Many studies have been conducted to assess the impact of various environmental 

factors on the progression of Parkinson's disease. This research's findings are 

occasionally inconsistent, and their validity must be judged in retrospect. Some of the 

environmental factors studied have been demonstrated to protect against illness 

development, while others have been shown to increase the likelihood of disease 

development. (Environmental Factors, n.d. .) 

 

The results of studies looking at the role of pesticides in the development of 

Parkinson's disease were mixed and lacked a clear conclusion. Many of the studies 

were biased by external factors, making it impossible to draw conclusions about the 

pesticides' effect. However, roughly ten years ago, studies were conducted, and the 

importance of specific pesticides could be determined with a good degree of certainty. 

(de Miranda, 2017.) 

In a study by Costello et al. (2009), hypotheses that had previously been based on 

animal research were able to be confirmed on human beings. The first theory was that 

by combining multiple pesticides, their effects would be amplified. Humans are 
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exposed to a wide range of chemicals in modern civilization. The second idea was that 

the younger and longer a person was exposed to the combination of toxic chemicals, 

the more likely they were to acquire Parkinson's disease. This is a significant step 

forward in determining the disease's etiology. Researchers can now take their research 

in a different direction thanks to this discovery. (Costello et al., 2009.) 

 

Metals, particularly heavy metals, are thought to influence Parkinson's disease. 

Because dietary intake of metals like iron, for example, is tightly regulated, the 

presence in the body would be attributable to inhalation. (Agim & Cannon, 2015.) 

Knowing this, doing a non-biased study using consistent metrics is extremely 

challenging. Ullah et al. established in a study published in 2021 that combining iron, 

copper, and lead increases their toxicity. Mercury is another metal that has been shown 

to be extremely hazardous to neurons. When all these metals are combined, the risk of 

Parkinson's disease rises. (Ullah et al., 2021.) 

 

Some research has investigated the effects of infections like H5N1 on dopaminergic 

neurons, which can lead to central nervous system disorders like Parkinson's (Jang et 

al., 2009.) It is simply speculation because H5N1 is not a present epidemic. However, 

research looked at the incidence of parkinsonism after the Spanish and H1N1 

influenzas and found that it had increased (de Miranda, 2017.) Parkinsonism is a broad 

term that refers to a variety of neurological issues. It is different from Parkinson's 

disease. Parkinson's disease is merely a minor fraction of the overall condition known 

as parkinsonism. (Dizon, 2021.) However, this study continues to raise awareness of 

the role of pathogens in Parkinson's disease etiology. 

2.4 Diagnosis 

Parkinson's disease diagnosis is a lengthy and tough process. The first symptoms 

appear around the age of 64, but diagnosis takes an average of two years, and it takes 

longer the younger the person being checked (Wong et al., 2014). There is no one-

size-fits-all test, so some people are misdiagnosed and are only recognized with 

Parkinson’s disease when their symptoms worsen (Schrag, 2002). 
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In 2013, the European Federation of Neurological Societies (ENFS) and the Movement 

Disorder Society's European Section (MDS-ES) published guidelines on Parkinson's 

disease diagnosis. They graded the various tests in three levels in their report: A, B, 

and C. A indicates that it is effective in the diagnosis of Parkinson's disease, B indicates 

that it is probably effective, and C indicates that it is possibly effective. Patients with 

parkinsonism are usually subject to nine distinct categories of tests. In those categories, 

olfactory testing, neuropsychological tests, and neuroimaging, particularly transcranial 

sonography, and DaTscan-SPECT, were all rated as level A in terms of diagnosing 

Parkinson's disease. The clinical diagnostic criteria used with the Queen Square Brain 

Bank (QSBB) and genetic testing were both graded as B, indicating that they were 

both relevant to the diagnosis. (Berardelli et al., 2012.) 

Another common technique for confirming a PD diagnosis is to have a specialist 

prescribe medicine to treat the disease. If the symptoms improve after a few weeks or 

months of treatment, the diagnosis of Parkinson's disease may be established. 

(Parkinsonin tauti, 2022; Suchowersky et al., 2006.) 

Recent studies in the past years discovered that Parkinson’s could have two variants. 

The “known” one that starts in the brain and then travels to the intestines and other 

organs. The new variant is that Parkinson’s for some patients is actually starting in the 

intestines and spreading to the brain through the nervous system. It has also been 

observed that patients with intestines first had REM sleep disorders. This could mean 

a new way of diagnosing PD patients and because this variant starts with the intestines 

it could be possible to discover the disease earlier. (Borghammer & van den Berge, 

2019; Cassella, n.d.; Horsager et al., 2020.) It is important to keep in mind that this 

variant is not present in every patient and is usually in younger patients (Rietdijk et al., 

2017.) 

2.5 Symptoms 

Parkinson's disease is a highly individual disorder about which we continue to learn 

new aspects because of extensive research. The symptoms are diverse and can be 

divided into two groups: motor and non-motor symptoms. The majority of the time, 

the symptoms begin asymmetrically before spreading over the entire body. Although 

scales and phases have been developed to assist specialists in assessing the disease, 
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symptoms will never be identical in terms of intensity, variety, or duration between 

patients, making it extremely difficult. (Stages of Parkinson’s, n.d. .) This thesis will 

review the most common and present ones, but it is good to remember that the patients 

might most likely not experience all or many of these symptoms (NHS website, 2021.) 

Similarly, to how the disease affects more males than women, there is a difference in 

the symptom presentations based on gender (Scott et al., 2000.) 

2.5.1 Motor 

Bradykinesia is a key motor sign for establishing the diagnosis. For your clinician to 

consider Parkinson's disease, you need to have bradykinesia coupled with tremor or 

stiffness. (Berardelli et al., 2012.) The word bradykinesia comes from the Greek word 

“brady,” which means slow, and “kinesia,” which means movement. It naturally 

translates to a slowness of movement. (Medical Definition of Bradykinetic, 2021.) It 

is incredibly challenging for the patient because it is a very unpredictable symptom; 

they could be functioning fine one minute and then need assistance with simple chores 

like getting dressed the next (Parkinson’s Disease: Causes, Symptoms, Stages, 

Treatment, Support, 2020.) Bradykinesia makes it harder to initiate movements and 

carry out automatic movements. The changes in daily life are commonly seen by the 

family; walking may be slower, and people with bradykinesia tend to move less since 

their muscles react more slowly than before. (Bradykinesia, 2020; Bradykinesia 

(Slowness of Movement), n.d. .) 

 

Parkinson’s disease is also characterized by tremor: an involuntary and rhythmic 

movement. It is asymmetrical in definition, similar to bradykinesia, and can spread 

throughout the entire body. It has been estimated that around 75 percent of the patients 

have tremor at rest and 60 percent suffer from action tremor. It is one of the most 

distressing symptoms for sufferers, both physically and psychologically. It is regarded 

as a source of embarrassment, and patients attempt to conceal it, particularly in public 

or with their families. It has a significant impact on the patients' quality of life and is 

often reported to be the cause of anxiety, stress, or depression. (Heusinkveld et al., 

2018.) Rest tremor is a type of tremor that originates in the hands or upper extremities 

when the patient is at rest. It can also affect the legs, tongue, or lips. This resting tremor 
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in Parkinson's disease occurs between 4 and 6 Hz and is known as a pill-rolling tremor 

because the patient appears to be rolling a pill between his thumb and index finger. 

Patients can stop this tremor by activating their muscle and making a movement. (W. 

Chen et al., 2017.) A tremor during a voluntary movement, against gravity, or during 

muscle contraction, such as holding a book, is known as action tremor (Gupta et al., 

2020.) It is bothersome for the patients in their daily lives since it affects their fine 

motor abilities, making simple tasks like writing or holding a cup more challenging 

(Tremor, n.d. .) 

 

Rigidity is the third most common sign of Parkinson's disease, alongside bradykinesia 

and tremor. It can affect any area of the body and is common in most people with 

Parkinson's disease. It is preceded by a feeling of muscle weakness or an unfamiliar 

ache. Rigidity is defined as a tightness or stiffness in the limb that makes correct 

movement impossible and reduces range of motion. (Rigidity, 2016; Rigidity 

(Stiffness), n.d.) Parkinson's illness causes two types of rigidity: lead-pipe and 

cogwheel rigidity. The lead-pipe is a constant stiffness caused by the co-contraction of 

the agonist and antagonist muscles engaged during joint movement. The cogwheel is 

characterized by abrupt stops and jerkiness during movement. (Rigidity, n.d.) The 

rigidity in the muscle is characterized by the inability of the muscle to relax or stretch. 

This permanent rigidity of the muscle then leads to numerous problems. Cramps and 

muscle fatigue might develop because of muscle stiffness that persists. When the facial 

muscles are compromised, the patient may have a mask-like appearance and be unable 

to make facial expressions. It is especially harmful to the patient's socialization 

because they are unable to express their feelings using their face and body. Reduced 

range of motion in one or both arms might result in an uneven gait pattern, making it 

more difficult for the patient to walk. The final issue we will look at is sleep disruption. 

Rigidity by itself has an impact on sleep. Patients who have muscle stiffness during 

the night find it difficult to fall asleep or sleep for extended periods of time. Their 

ability to move in the bed is limited, and their position quickly becomes unpleasant. 

(Learn the Impact and Treatment of Rigidity in Parkinson’s Disease, 2022.) 

 

We began to observe the impact of PD on the gait in the early sections, but because it 

is such a crucial movement that is affected by a variety of issues, we needed to expand 

on it in a separate section. This section will be divided into two parts: the change in 
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walking pattern and the postural instability and risk of falls that accompany the patients 

during their movements.  

Parkinsonian gait is characterized by slower steps, decreased range of motion in the 

arms and legs, and a lack of trunk rotation due to rigidity in these muscles, resulting in 

a shorter stride. The freezing and festination are two main aspects of this gait. When a 

patient freezes, he or she is unable to begin or continue walking. Before or during the 

movement, the patient may begin to hesitate. (Gait, 2020; Trouble Moving or Walking, 

n.d.) Festination is common at the beginning of a movement. The patient will walk on 

their toes and the foreparts of their feet, with their upper bodies leaned forward. 

Because their center of gravity will be displaced forward with their upper body, the 

patient will take many little, rapid steps to restore their center of gravity before 

continuing to larger steps. (Nonnekes, 2018.) 

Postural instability and the risk of falling are inextricably related. Falls are prevalent 

in people with Parkinson's disease, and they can be caused by a variety of 

circumstances. The failure to maintain balance during dynamic or static motions is 

known as postural instability. (Appeadu, 2022.) The condition affects both the basal 

ganglia and the brainstem, which are responsible for movement control and balance. 

Damage to those two components will worsen postural instability since the patient will 

be unable to modify their posture quickly enough before falling. When freezing occurs 

the balance will be challenged, and fall can also happen. (Falls, 2020.) Finally, when 

rigidity affects the trunk, the spine curves and the patient develops a stooped posture 

(Learn the Impact and Treatment of Rigidity in Parkinson’s Disease, 2022). The 

patient will employ a festinating gait with this posture, which increases the danger of 

falling because the center of gravity will be lost (Gilbert, 2021). The main hurdle 

involved with raising the danger of falls is that it increases the patient's dread of falling, 

which is very harmful to the patient. They will limit their activity due to fear, which 

will have a direct impact on their quality of life. (Rahman et al., 2011.) 

2.5.2 Non-motor 

PD causes a wide range of motor symptoms that affect not only the patient but also 

their families. Non-motor symptoms, on the other hand, are frequently overlooked. 

(Non-Movement Symptoms, n.d.) They are common in the disease and can be divided 
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into four main categories: sleep disorders, neuropsychiatric symptoms, autonomic 

symptoms, and sensory/other symptoms (Hou & Lai, 2007). There are many distinct 

examples of symptoms under each of those categories and few of these will be 

presented but it is important to realize that there are many more, and not every patient 

will experience them or all of them. (Hou & Lai, 2007; Staff, 2022.) 

 

REM sleep behavior disorder and insomnia are two types of sleep disorders. When a 

person falls asleep, they will go through several phases before reaching REM sleep, 

which is a profound form of sleep (What Are REM and Non-REM Sleep?, 2005). The 

body is in muscle atonia throughout that time, which means the muscles are inhibited 

and unable to produce any movement (Hou & Lai, 2007). It is also during this stage of 

sleep that the person has the most vivid dreams and dreams the most in general. Muscle 

atonia is absent during REM sleep in Parkinson's patients, causing them to act in 

accordance with their dreams. (Diaconu et al., 2021; REM Sleep Behavior Disorder - 

Symptoms and Causes, 2018.) Unfortunately, patients with PD are prone to nightmares 

or dreams with a lot of actions (Hou & Lai, 2007). The patient enacting their dream 

will put them and/or their bed partner in danger of injuries. The patient will not be able 

to realize that they are hurting themselves or their partner since they are in a deep sleep. 

The injuries vary in severity. They range from hair pulling, tooth chipping to fractures, 

lacerations, and even subdural hematoma. (Schenck, 2019.)  

Insomnia is a sleep condition characterized by difficulties falling or staying asleep 

(Insomnia, 2000). It is the most frequent sleep disturbance, as well as one of the most 

common nonmotor symptoms of Parkinson's disease. Its prevalence can reach as high 

as 80 percent. Insomnia can manifest itself in a variety of ways, but frequent 

awakenings, sleep fragmentation, and both initial and terminal insomnia are looked at 

as a whole in this thesis. Insomnia can be influenced by a variety of variables. Females 

with PD are more likely to experience sleeplessness; different drugs can also cause 

insomnia, as can a variety of other factors. These factors can be motor in nature, such 

as rigidity, , nonmotor in nature, such as nighttime pain, or psychiatric in nature, such 

as anxiety or depression. Insomnia can be caused by vivid dreams. The last point is on 

restless leg syndrome. It is described as a strong need to move your leg, which leads 

to patients getting out of bed to walk. Insomnia throughout the night causes patients to 

have an extremely poor sleep pattern, causing them to be sleepy during the day and 
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take naps, further disrupting their sleep routine. (Loddo et al., 2017; Restless Legs, 

2019; Wallace et al., 2020.)  

 

Depression, like many other nonmotor symptoms, might manifest years before motor 

symptoms do. According to the literature, depressive disorder affects between 30 and 

50 percent of Parkinson's patients, making it one of the most reported neuropsychiatric 

symptoms. (Ossowska & Lorenc-Koci, 2013.) Depression is divided into three 

categories: mild, moderate, or severe (Cherney, 2018). Patients with Parkinson's 

disease can develop any level at any stage of the disease. It is a challenging symptom 

to identify because it shares many similarities with other Parkinson's disease 

symptoms. Clinicians use the DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for major depressive disorder 

to diagnose depression. (Frenklach, 2016.) This tool has been appraised as conclusive 

for severe types of depression but less effective for milder types (Starkstein et al., 

2008). According to the DSM-5, the patient must have at least five of the following 

symptoms for two weeks and one of the first two symptoms must be experienced. The 

symptoms are depressed mood, loss of interest in activities, decreased appetite and/or 

weight loss, decreased thought processing and movement, exhaustion, feelings of 

worthlessness, reduced concentration capacity, and persistent thoughts of death or 

suicide. (Truschel, 2020.) It is difficult to diagnose PD patients with depression. A 

sizable portion of those symptoms may overlap with motor or nonmotor symptoms, 

skewing the test results. The developing inability to control movements can lead to a 

loss of interest in activities. Weight loss, slowed movements, difficulty processing 

thoughts, and poor attention are all indications of Parkinson's disease. Fatigue can be 

induced by a sleep disorder. A variety of tests, such as blood tests, medical and 

psychiatric histories, and medication, can be incorporated to get the best possible 

diagnosis for depression. (Frenklach, 2016.) Anxiety is another element to consider 

while looking for depression in people with Parkinson's disease. It can be linked to 

depression since it shares some symptoms, and it can even be a part of depression. 

(Marsh, 2013; Wen et al., 2016.)  

Anxiety can manifest itself in a variety of ways in patients. Panic episodes, generalized 

anxiety, and even social avoidance are all possibilities. (Anxiety, n.d.) Panic attacks 

are an abrupt, intense feeling of anxiety that might be emotional or physical in nature. 

It usually lasts anywhere from a few minutes to an hour. Patients may experience a 

variety of symptoms during this time, including chest tightness, difficulty breathing, 
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heart racing, and difficulty concentrating. It is a very tumultuous phase in which the 

sufferer feels grave danger and panic. (Anxiety Disorders - Symptoms and Causes, 

2018.) The continuance of generalized anxiety is what distinguishes it from the 

previous one. It is typically a more persistent feeling, accompanied by recurrent 

thoughts and concern about everything, even ordinary life. Generalized anxiety, like 

panic attacks, includes bodily manifestations such as difficulty breathing, excessive 

sweating, nausea, and an increase in tremors. The last type of anxiety, social 

avoidance, is even more intricately linked to the disease than the others. It is defined 

as the avoidance of social events due to a fear of being judged, feeling ashamed, or 

being anxious about others' negative perceptions of the individual. The sensation 

normally fades once the patient is no longer in a social environment, which is why they 

tend to avoid such in the first place. (Anxiety, n.d.; Anxiety Disorders - Symptoms and 

Causes, 2018.) Anxiety, like depression, can be difficult to diagnose if the patient does 

not meet the DSM-4 or DSM-5 criteria for anxiety. According to research, around 13 

percent of PD patients with anxiety do not fit the criteria. They are classified as having 

an anxiety disorder that is not otherwise described, or NOS. (Forbes et al., 2021.) 

Anxiety is common in people with Parkinson's disease, with rates ranging from 20 to 

46 percent in some studies, and as high as 68.42 percent in others. Anxiety and 

depression can occur together. When a patient has anxiety disorder, there is an 

extraordinarily strong probability (over 90 percent) that they will also have depressive 

disorder. If they have been diagnosed with depressive illness, they have an almost 70 

percent probability of simultaneously having anxiety condition. In average, the 

percentage of people who have both disorders ranges from 32 to 76 percent. (Chen & 

Marsh, 2013; Chuquilín-Arista et al., 2019; Hanna & Cronin-Golomb, 2012.)  The on-

and-off phase of motor fluctuations is one significant hypothesis for why anxiety is so 

difficult to identify. The medicine, particularly levodopa, causes motor fluctuation, 

which has an on-and-off phase. The on phase is the time when the medication is 

working, the symptoms are under control, and the patient can function normally. The 

off phase occurs when the drug begins to wear off and the symptoms return, sometimes 

even more severe than before. With the motor symptoms constantly changing so are 

the non-motors. When anxiety is related to those stages, patients see an increase in 

anxiety symptoms as the drug wears off. It might be beneficial to know the patient's 

treatment plan and when they will receive it while providing therapy so that they can 
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have the session in the most ideal circumstances. Forbes et al., 2021; Motor 

Fluctuations, n.d.) 

The prevalence of dementia ranges between 25 and 30 percent (Safarpour & Willis, 

2016). It is usually discovered in more severe Parkinson's disease stages (Barbosa, 

2013). It is critical to realize that the progression of dementia is greatly influenced by 

the duration of the condition (Aarsland et al., 2007). Numerous studies have indicated 

that the likelihood of developing dementia or other cognitive problems increases with 

the length of time since the disease's diagnosis. Dementia may start to manifest as soon 

as six years after the condition is identified. (Safarpour & Willis, 2016.) Dementia is 

described as a collection of symptoms brought on by a decline in brain function. These 

symptoms can include difficulty thinking, understanding, speaking coherently, and/or 

speaking, as well as memory loss and/or movement impairment. Dementia shares 

many of its components with the disease itself, just like anxiety and depression do. It 

is a very difficult situation for the patient and its relatives because the more the 

dementia will progress, the less autonomy the patient will have. They can start losing 

interest in their hobbies, social activities, their behavior can change drastically, and 

they can even hallucinate. (Dementia, n.d.; NHS website, 2021.) 

Autonomic symptoms are so named because they are caused by the disease's effect on 

the autonomic nervous system. The autonomic nervous system regulates the body's 

automatic functions like breathing, heart rate, and digestion (Autonomic Dysfunction, 

2020.) We already noted that Parkinson's disease often develops later in life. Time will 

begin to have some physical effects on a person even without PD. Among these are 

constipation or urinary incontinence. Urinary incontinence, which occurs in 15% of 

PD patients, is regarded as the third most troublesome bladder symptom, behind 

nocturia and urinary urgency. The three most often reported symptoms, including urine 

frequency and the latter two, can indicate an overactive bladder. (Urinary Problems in 

Parkinson’s Disease, n.d.; Winge et al., 2006.)  Parkinson is prone to overactive 

bladder, or OAB, which has been investigated through urodynamic research. 

(McDonald et al., 2017).  

Sickness is affecting many of the body's involuntary functions. In PD patients, 

constipation is common and typically develops before the motor symptoms. The first 

explanation is that it originates from the autonomic nervous system. The digestive tract 

can slow down because of the disease's disruption of the system, which can also affect 

how quickly the gut's smooth muscles work. The second reason is that some of the 
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medications used to treat the disease's various symptoms have several side effects, one 

of which is constipation. (Constipation, n.d.; Parkinson’s Disease and Constipation, 

2002.) Levodopa, which will make up for dopamine deficiencies, and artane, which 

will help with Parkinson's disease (PD) neural disorders, are two examples of 

medications (https://www.vidal.fr/medicaments/laboratoires/sanofi-aventis-france-

2172.html, 2022; https://www.vidal.fr/medicaments/laboratoires/teva-sante-

2871.html, 2022). The enteric nervous system in the digestive tract may be affected by 

the disease, which brings us to our decisive point. We are aware that patients with 

Parkinson's disease (PD) have Lewy bodies in their brains. They discovered that the 

patients' gut neurons and the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus, a lower region of the 

brainstem that regulates gut activity, both contained the same protein clumps. The 

damage of all those cells who oversee the gut activity will provoke constipation. Many 

research and hypothesis, known as the Braak theory, have been conducted about the 

possibility of the disease to start either from the brain or from the gut. (Constipation 

& Nausea, n.d.; Gilbert, 2019.) Patients may also have a variety of symptoms that are 

directly related to constipation, such as bloating, nausea, or vomiting. Additionally, it 

makes it more difficult for the body to absorb the medications. Constipation can be 

relieved by drinking lots of water, eating fiber, and exercising, however PD patients 

may find it difficult due to additional symptoms like incontinence, trouble chewing, 

and tremors or bradykinesia. (Bowel Problems, 2020.) 

 

Although pain can be categorized in a variety of ways, we will describe Ford's 

classification because it is the most popular. Pain is classified into four or five types: 

musculoskeletal, neuropathic, dystonic, central, and akathitic. As with other PD 

symptoms, it is crucial to keep in mind that not all patients will suffer this particular 

symptom, and some people may even experience multiple types of pain. There is a 

higher prevalence of the four types of pain in patients with more advanced PD. 

(Valkovic et al., 2015.) Musculoskeletal discomfort, which affects the joints and 

everything that makes them up, including the bones, muscles, ligaments, and tendons, 

is particularly prevalent. It tends to worsen with age and as the condition progresses. 

It is a very localized sort of pain that lasts for a very long time. The term "neuropathic 

pain" refers to a sharp sort of pain that is related to a pinched nerve. It is widespread 

in the population overall, but the tendency toward poor posture that typically goes 

along with PD makes it more likely to manifest. Dystonic pain and the medications 
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have a direct link. Dystonia begins to reappear or intensify when the medication wears 

off. Although it can affect the entire body, it is more frequent in the extremities. It is 

an uncontrollable and involuntary muscular contraction similar to a spasm. Because 

central pain is a sensation brought on by brain dysfunction, it is exceedingly complex. 

The illness interferes with the body's pain sensitivity and enabling the brain to produce 

pain even in the absence of injuries. Every region of the body can experience it as 

stabbing or burning feelings. The sensation can get worse with touch or cold. The 

management of central pain is quite challenging. The final of the five types of pain is 

akathisic pain. It is described as a strong sense of restlessness. The patient cannot 

remain still and is always moving. Although it may not necessarily hurt, the body may 

nonetheless experience pinching or burning feelings. (Downward, 2017; Friedman, 

2017; Gilbert, 2019b; Pain, n.d.; Pain, 2020.) 

2.5.3 Stages and scales 

There are many different scales available to evaluate the various Parkinson's 

symptoms, or even the disease's own progression. The Hoehn and Yahr scale and the 

Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale are two scales that are frequently utilized. It 

is crucial to remember that an unknown percentage of neurons have already been 

destroyed by the time the first motor symptoms show. Although each person is unique 

and has a unique prognosis for the condition, the stages are meant to establish a general 

pattern. (Cheng et al., 2010; Diagnosis - Rating Scales, 2017.) The Hoehn and Yahr 

scale, which had five stages when it was first published in 1967 by Margaret Hoehn 

and Melvin Yahr, now contains two more stages: 1.5 and 2.5. It was developed to 

evaluate the progression of the illness and the various degrees of disability that result 

from it. The author made the decision to refrain from discussing the typical symptoms 

at various phases of the disease because they are highly personal and inaccurate to 

generalize. In stage one, symptoms will begin to manifest, but they are typically quite 

mild and only affect one side of the body. Patients and medical professionals 

frequently overlook the PD diagnosis at this stage. The patient is unaffected by it in 

his day-to-day activities. The symptoms start to worsen, or new ones may arise during 

the second stage. Since the disease is still in an early stage, a missed diagnosis or an 

incorrect one could still occur. During this stage, the symptoms appear on both sides 
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of the body. There is no balance impairment, and the patient is still capable of carrying 

out most tasks with minor difficulty. The third stage of the illness is considered the 

mid-stage. Falls are increasingly more frequent, and balance is beginning to 

deteriorate. Additionally, the movements of the patients are becoming slower. Stage 

three is when the patient is still able to function independently, but daily activities are 

becoming significantly impaired. It is usually quite easy to diagnose the disease at this 

stage. The fourth stage occurs when the patient's severe symptoms make it impossible 

for them to live alone. The patient is still able to stand up and walk on their own, but 

many will require a walker or other assistive device to feel more secure and for 

assistance. In the fifth and last stage, the patient is unable to stand or walk and must 

rely on a wheelchair or be bedridden. The patient is no longer capable of managing the 

everyday responsibilities, so a full-time caretaker is required. (Allarakha, 2021; 

Diagnosis - Rating Scales, 2017; Rating Scales, 2017; Stages of Parkinson’s, n.d. .) 

3 PHYSIOTHERAPY INVOLVEMENT 

Parkinson's disease is a complex condition; thus, it is normally required for the patient 

to be cared for by a team of professionals in their respective fields, including a 

neurologist, geriatrician, specialized nurse, but also a physiotherapy or a speech 

therapist. The patient will require various professionals depending on their stage and 

needs. Each member of this team will have a specific responsibility to assist the patient 

in managing their condition as effectively as possible. The physical therapist will be 

on hand to preserve and work to enhance the patient's independence and function. The 

physiotherapist will assist with balance, overall body strength, and body control while 

also reducing the risk of falling. The physiotherapist's target will solely depend on the 

patient's condition and its own objectives. (Pedersen et al., 2017; Skelly et al., 2012.) 

There are many diverse types of treatment options in physiotherapy. Considering the 

available research and their individual experiences, the physiotherapist will evaluate 

which therapy approach would be most appropriate. The effectiveness of physical 

activity in those with Parkinson's disease has long been understood. Exercise is one of 

the primary methods that a physiotherapist will employ in his or her practice. In 
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addition to giving exercises during the training session, he or she will also recommend 

suitable workouts for the patient to do at home. The therapist will also be able to inform 

the patient of the value of engaging in some physical exercise outside of the 

physiotherapy sessions. Numerous sports, such tai chi, dance, or treadmill training, 

might be highly beneficial for the patient. The physiotherapist can assist the patient in 

finding beneficial activities for them based on their interests and what is available in 

the city. Numerous studies have shown that physiotherapy is beneficial for the patient 

especially with gait, freezing gait, endurance, and speed but also in the general 

mobility and balance. (Bouça‐Machado et al., 2019 ; Parkinson’s - Physiotherapy 

Management and Interventions, n.d.; Radder et al., 2020 ; Tomlinson et al., 2013.) The 

physiotherapist will play a significant role in the initial stages of the disease when the 

symptoms are just beginning. The physiotherapist's major objectives at this time will 

be to educate the patient and their family about the condition and its progression. 

Additionally, the significance of staying physically active will be emphasized. If the 

patient is not currently participating in various physical activities, the physiotherapist 

will encourage them to do so. This will allow the patient to stay active in their 

community. The focus of the training will also be on building endurance, muscle 

strength, and joint mobility. Depending on the symptoms displayed by the patient, the 

therapist will be able to assist with their management. The physical therapist will 

produce and teach various techniques to aid the patient in maintaining as much 

independence as possible when the symptoms worsen. Adaptations can be developed 

for everyday tasks like getting out of bed or standing from a chair, but they can also 

be made with assistive equipment that will help the patient or even the caregiver as the 

disease progresses. When the condition advances to more advanced stages, the 

physiotherapist's role will be to assist the patient in maintaining their strength, 

mobility, balance, and endurance. If issues with the gait begin to emerge, the therapist 

will teach some visual or auditory cues to help, for example with freezing. It will also 

be necessary to teach the patient how to fall correctly without injuring himself/herself, 

as well as how to rise from the ground. It is essential to assist the patient in overcoming 

their fear of falling in order for them to maintain their independence. The transfers can 

also be divided into a few simpler steps to prevent the patient from becoming stuck. 

(Bennett, 2019; Physiotherapy, n.d.-b; Physiotherapy, n.d.-a; Physiotherapy Works: 

Parkinson’s, 2017; Sanderson, 2018.) 
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The ICF, or international classification of functioning, disability, and health, is a 

classification system designed to identify and assess a person's functional capacity. 

Disability and functioning are the two key notions on which the classification is 

founded. These concepts refer to bodily functions, structures, activities, and 

participation. It indicates the positive or negative effects of the interplay between a 

person's health condition(s) and contextual circumstances specific to that person. The 

six components of the ICF model are: health condition, body functions and structures, 

activities, participation, environmental factors, and personal factors. Each of the 

elements is interacting with the others. It enables the patient to be placed at the center 

and establishes their unique needs and functioning profile, rather than just describing 

them based on their health. It emphasizes putting greater attention on what the patient 

can perform at their level and on the positive rather than how their limitations prevent 

them from acting in a "normal" setting. A health condition includes a short-term or 

long-term illness, a disorder, a trauma, or an injury. Body functions include the 

physiological and psychological functions of the human organism. The anatomical 

components of the body, including organs or limbs, are referred to as body structures. 

Activities are the different actions and tasks done by an individual. Participation refers 

to a person's role in life, specifically in society. The term "environment factors" refers 

to any elements of the outside world that affect a person's functioning, either favorably 

or unfavorably. Although personal factors are not categorized in the ICF, the user can 

nevertheless integrate them. It includes everything about the individual, namely their 

age, gender, and social standing. The patient is the focus of attention, with the many 

professionals as well as the patient's family, friends, and caretaker revolving around 

him or her. All those individuals required a means of efficient communication using a 

common vocabulary. That is what the ICF offers, a common language framework that 

facilitates communication not just among the many professions but also between the 

patient and the doctors or other healthcare workers who are around him or her. To the 

greatest extent feasible, all the terms used are neutral. (ICF E-Learning 

Tool_English_20220501, n.d.; International Classification of Functioning, Disability 

and Health (ICF), n.d.; What Is ICF?, n.d. .) Since the 2003 motion endorsing the ICF 

model's integration in physiotherapy, its application is becoming increasingly 

widespread. The physiotherapist and multidisciplinary teams more broadly have 

benefited from the ICF model and tools when evaluating and setting goals for and with 
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patients. (Finger et al., 2014; Heerkens et al., 2006; International Classification of 

Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF), n.d. .) 

4 THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE 

One of the key competencies in physiotherapy is therapeutic competence, which 

includes therapeutic exercise. The client's engagement should be supported by the 

physiotherapist in a way that promotes health. In line with the patient's environment, 

the professional can assess the patient, develop, and carry out a 

physiotherapy treatment plan based on evidence. Therapeutic exercise aims to 

improve, maintain, or prevent the decline in the patient's functioning following a health 

condition. These therapeutic exercises do not exactly fit the concept of physical 

activity or exercise, even though they are active and functional. It combines the two 

but does so within the context of function and rehabilitation. (Glynn & Fiddler, 2009; 

Hynynen et al., 2018.) Physical activity, according to the World Health Organization, 

is any movement involving the contraction of skeletal muscles that requires the use of 

energy (Physical Activity, 2020). Exercise is defined as repetitive physical activity that 

is planned, structured, and done with the goal of conditioning any area of the body 

(Exercise, n.d.). It is crucial as a tool for physical rehabilitation and is used to maintain 

fitness and promote health. The current guidelines for physical activity apply to all 

individuals, including those 65 and older as well as those with impairments or long-

term illnesses. They should exercise for 150 to 300 minutes at a moderate intensity or 

75 to 150 minutes at a high intensity. The patient may also choose to mix the two. It is 

typically advised to engage in continuous or intermittent 30-minute workouts like 

jogging, swimming, or brisk walking at least three times a week. It is recommended to 

perform strength training using weights, a resistance band, or your own body weight 

at least twice a week for at least 30 minutes on separate days. Strength training should 

concentrate on major muscle groups and should consist of 10 to 15 repetitions. It is 

recommended to practice balance, agility, and multitasking at least twice to three times 

a week; however, it would be advantageous to do so every day. Dynamic balance 

exercises, dance, and tai chi are some good examples. Stretching should be done daily 
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for best outcomes, but more than three times a week is generally advised. It can be 

done before, after, or even without exercising, and it can be dynamic or static. 

(Parkinson’s foundation & American college of sports medicine, n.d.; Physical 

Activity, 2020.) Numerous options are available for therapeutic exercises, such as those 

for coordination, range of motion, or strength. They will be divided into four groups: 

flexibility, balance, strength, and endurance. These exercises can also be combined to 

produce something that is completely tailored to the needs of the patient. The purpose 

of strength training is to enhance muscle strength. There are three types of it: isotonic, 

which is a dynamic movement with constant load; isometric, which is a static muscle 

contraction with no change in the length of the muscle; and isokinetic, which is a 

movement with varying load but constant velocity. (Bielecki, 2022; Gross Saunders, 

2007; Therapeutic Exercise, n.d. .) Endurance is described as a method of increasing 

cardiovascular and musculoskeletal endurance by exercising large muscle groups and 

sustaining 50 to 60% of the patient's VO2max for an extended period (Bielecki, 2022; 

Saag, 2015; What Is Endurance? Definition, Training and Fitness, 2022). The capacity 

of a joint to move through its complete range of motion without pain is referred to as 

flexibility. The physiotherapist can employ three different types of stretching to 

increase this flexibility: static stretching, in which the patient holds the position for 30 

to 60 seconds; dynamic stretching, in which the patient repeats a slow stretching 

movement to widen the range of motion; and proprioceptive neuromuscular 

facilitation, or PNF, which involves alternately contracting and relaxing the muscles 

surrounding the joint. (Bielecki, 2022; Bushman, 2016; The Stretching InstituteTM, 

2021.) Balance refers to a person's ability to keep their center of gravity within their 

base of support. Balance may be static or dynamic. The capacity to keep the body in a 

stationary position within the base of support is known as static balance. Dynamic 

balance is the ability to adjust the center of gravity within the base of support while 

the body is moving. The proprioceptive system, the vestibular system, and the visual 

system all contribute to maintaining balance. The physiotherapist can challenge those 

systems by adding an unstable platform or ask the patient to close their eyes. (Balance, 

n.d.; Maharaj, 2022.) 

 

The word "forced" in forced exercise refers to a faster pace of pedaling than during 

voluntary activity. The term "forced exercise" can also be seen in more recent studies 

as "high cadence cycling" or "cycling training." Tandem bikes or motorized bikes can 
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be used for forced exercise, pushing the patient to maintain a faster pedaling pace like 

what the other person would do on the tandem bike. Special bikes have been developed 

to monitor each participant's power output or the patient's output on the motorized 

bicycle. 

Participants in studies are typically trained three times for an hour each. Including a 

10-minute warm-up, a 40-minute main workout, and a 10-minute cool-down. Rest is 

permitted during the designated 40 minutes. The pedaling speed must be maintained 

between 80 and 90 RPMs during the main set. It is possible to follow the 

recommendations for aerobic exercise by engaging in this type of activity three times 

per week. (Alberts et al., 2011; Ridgel et al., 2009; Theracycle, 2010, 2019.) 

5 HEALTH PROMOTION 

Although it is not typically seen as a full component of rehabilitation, it is nonetheless 

one of a physiotherapist's fundamental competencies. Successful physical therapy 

practice requires education of the patients and their families. However, in addition to 

providing knowledge, physiotherapists have a significant role to play in the promotion 

of health. (Hynynen et al., 2018) The objectives of health promotion are to preserve 

and support physical and mental health, work, and functional capacity, prevent 

different diseases and health issues, lessen health disparities in the population, and 

promote improved public health. This is directed at both people and more general 

entities like the community, the population, and the living environment. (Ministry of 

Social Affairs and Health, Finland, 2010.) There are many different activities that fall 

under the category of health promotion. Prevention is a crucial one for 

physiotherapists. Prevention is classified into three levels: primary, secondary, and 

tertiary. The goal of primary prevention is to stop an illness or injury before it starts. 

This can be achieved by outlawing dangerous products, establishing healthy practices, 

educating people about healthy lifestyle choices like regular exercise and a balanced 

diet, or by encouraging the immunization of the general public against infectious 

diseases. The goal of secondary prevention is to lessen the consequences of an illness 

or injury that has already taken place. It is done by conducting routine tests to identify 
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diseases as soon as feasible and treating them to stop, slow down, or at least 

temporarily halt their progression. It will also put a strong emphasis on preventing 

recurrence or reinjury by developing programs to assist individuals in enhancing their 

health. The goal of tertiary prevention is to mitigate the consequences of a chronic 

illness or injury. By implementing management, rehabilitation, or vocational 

programs, it seeks to increase the patient's life quality, expectancy, and functional 

ability, if possible. For some diseases, a combination of the three levels may be 

required to develop an efficient protection and prevention strategy. (Primary, 

Secondary and Tertiary Prevention, 2015.) Most of the Parkinson's disease prevention 

is done at the tertiary level. When the symptoms are identified early and the treatment 

is started right away, it can occasionally be done on the secondary level, but primary 

and secondary preventions have not yet grown as much. (Earhart et al., 2012.)  

6 AIM, PURPOSE, AND RESEARCH QUESTION   

The aim of this thesis is to provide a deeper understanding and knowledge of that 

pathology and of the integration of forced exercise in the treatment of Parkinson’s 

symptoms. Its objective is to conduct a narrative literature review about the 

effectiveness of forced exercise on Parkinson’s disease symptoms. 

The research question is as follows: 

- What is the evidence regarding the effectiveness of forced exercise on 

Parkinson's symptoms? 
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7 METHODS 

7.1 Narrative literature review 

This thesis is structured as a narrative literature review. One of the most prevalent 

types of literature reviews is a narrative or traditional literature review. It provides a 

summary of the body of knowledge based on a broad question. The typical structure 

for this kind of review will be to summarize and evaluate the research, draw 

conclusions about the subject from the literature, and then point out any gaps or 

inconsistencies in the material. The methodology process is far less defined in a 

narrative literature review than it is in a systematic literature review. A literature 

review will often involve a procedure in which the material is assessed and selected 

depending on criteria. It is challenging for the reader to determine the risk of bias in a 

narrative literature review because a transparent data collection process is not required. 

The incorporation of a systematic method is, nevertheless, highly advised at the 

academic degree level. There are four major categories of narrative literature. The 

standard type of literature, the general literature review, summarizes the most essential 

elements of the current knowledge on a certain subject. Theoretical reviews of the 

literature look at how theories are influencing the research. In the methodological 

literature the approach utilized in each of the included studies is reviewed, along with 

each method's advantages and disadvantages. Historical literature examines literature 

by placing it in a historical perspective. (Aveyard, 2010; Baker, 2016; Grant & Booth, 

2009; Onwuegbuzie & Frels, 2016.) 

7.2 Data collection process  

Numerous criteria were used to gather the data for this thesis in order to address the 

research question. To include data from the most recent research, the publications 

gathered must be published or revised between 2012 and 2022. The papers had to be 

peer-reviewed, written in English, and have access to the entire free text. Only human 

subjects should be used in the testing. The research was to include information about 

Parkinson's disease, forced exercise, and the impact of the aforementioned on the 
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disease. Forced exercise is sometimes referred to by other names, such as high cadence 

cycling or cycle training. Therefore, it was critical that they adhered to the concept of 

forced exercise provided previously in this thesis. The inclusion and exclusions criteria 

can be found in TABLE 1. 

 

TABLE 1. Criteria of inclusion and exclusion 

Criteria of inclusion Criteria of exclusion 

Articles published between 2012 and 2022 Articles published before 2012 

Written in English Written in other languages 

Full free text available Full free text not available 

Peer reviewed Not peer reviewed 

The articles include information about 

Parkinson’s disease, forced exercise and 

its effects on the disease 

The articles were not relevant to the 

research question 

 Tests on animals  

 

Finding a research question is an usual next step after the subject has been selected 

and background research has been completed. A well-defined research question is 

essential for the next phases and will make the remainder of the process go more 

smoothly. Key concepts will be determined based on the research topic and entered as 

keywords in the databases. The keywords must be thoroughly considered to provide a 

more effective study. In this study, the search terms "Parkinson's disease," "forced 

exercise," and "cycli*" were utilized. (Ferrari, 2015.) 

To maximize the relevance of the many articles that may be retrieved, two separate 

databases: Finna and PubMed (Medline) have been used for this narrative literature 

review. These databases were chosen because they provide relevant material for 

medical research. The initial keyword search on both databases produced hundreds of 

hits. Applying the following criteria resulted in the first part of the exclusion: written 

in English, published between 2012 and 2022, complete free text accessible, peer-

reviewed, and without animal testing. Following this stage, the total on Finna and 

PubMed was 35 and 10, respectively. The duplicate articles were eliminated, bringing 

the total down to 43. The second screening involved reading each article's abstract. 

Similar to the first screening stage, publications that contained material from the 
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abstract that did not directly address the issue were eliminated. A total of 16 articles 

have been chosen based on the abstract. The 16 papers were carefully reviewed and 

evaluated to determine their applicability in the last phase, and five articles were 

selected to be included in this narrative literature review. Since none of the 

publications found in PubMed met the requirements or were pertinent to this thesis, 

they were all disregarded throughout the process. However, one more article from 

PubMed has been added to this thesis by manual research. The entire inclusion process 

is reviewed in FIGURE 1. The main information of the six final articles included in 

this narrative literature review can be found in TABLE 2.  
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FIGURE 1. Inclusion process based on the PRISMA 2020 flow diagram 
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TABLE 2. Summary of the articles  

Authors and year 

of publication 
Title of the article Study objectives Main results 

Angela L. Ridgel, 

Robert S. Phillips, 

Benjamin L. Walter, 

Fred M. Discenzo 

and Kenneth A. 

Loparo 

(2015) 

Dynamic high-

cadence cycling 

improves motor 

symptoms in 

Parkinson’s disease 

To examine if high 

cadence dynamic 

cycling promotes 

improvements in 

motor function 

Significant 

improvement of the 

motor function 

following three 

sessions of forced 

exercise 

Angela L. Ridgel 

and Dana L. Ault 

(2019) 

High-Cadence 

Cycling Promotes 

Sustained 

Improvement in 

Bradykinesia, 

Rigidity, and 

Mobility in 

Individuals with 

Mild-Moderate 

Parkinson’s Disease 

 To assess if six 

bouts of high-

cadence cycling 

improves motor 

function and 

mobility in 

individuals with PD 

Improvement of 

motor functions and 

mobility following 

six sessions of 

forced exercise 

Abu Qutubuddin, 

Timothy Reis, Raed 

Alramadhani, David 

X. Cifu, Alan 

Towne, and William 

Carne 

(2013) 

Parkinson’s Disease 

and Forced 

Exercise: A 

Preliminary Study 

To ascertain any 

significant effect of 

forced exercise 

using a motorized 

stationary bicycle 

when compared to 

controls on 

Parkinson’s disease 

symptoms 

No difference was 

noted between the 

control group and 

the FE group, but 

improvements of 

the motor functions 

were seen within the 

FE group following 

16 sessions of 

forced exercise 
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Sara A. Harper, 

Bryan T. Dowdell, 

Jin Hyun Kim, 

Brandon S. Pollock 

and Angela L. 

Ridgel 

(2019) 

Non-Motor 

Symptoms after 

One Week of High 

Cadence Cycling in 

Parkinson’s Disease 

To investigate if 

high cadence 

cycling altered non-

motor cognition and 

depression 

symptoms in 

individuals with 

Parkinson’s disease 

No improvements 

of cognition or 

depression, but 

improvement of the 

emotional 

recognition 

following 3 sessions 

of forced exercise 

Alexandra Nadeau, 

Ovidiu Lungu, 

Arnaud Boré, 

Réjean Plamondon, 

Catherine 

Duchesne, Marie-

Ève Robillard, 

Florian Bobeuf, 

Anne-Louise 

Lafontaine, Freja 

Gheysen, Louis 

Bherer and Julien 

Doyon 

(2018) 

A 12-Week Cycling 

Training Regimen 

Improves Upper 

Limb Functions in 

People With 

Parkinson’s Disease 

To assess the effects 

of aerobic exercise 

training (AET) on 

general upper 

limb functions in 

sedentary people 

with PD and healthy 

adults 

Significant 

improvement of the 

upper limb motor 

functions following 

12 weeks (3 times 

per week) of forced 

exercise 

Ellen L McGough, 

Cynthia A 

Robinson, Mark D 

Nelson, Raymond 

Houle, Gabriell 

Fraser, Leslie 

Handley, Emilie R 

Jones, Dagmar 

Amtmann, Valerie 

E Kelly 

(2016) 

A Tandem Cycling 

Program: Feasibility 

and Physical 

Performance 

Outcomes in People 

With Parkinson 

Disease 

To examine the 

feasibility and 

physical 

performance 

outcomes of a 

community-based 

indoor tandem 

cycling program 

Significant 

improvement of the 

motor functions 

especially gait, 

balance and 

mobility following 

10 weeks (3 times 

per week) of forced 

exercise  
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7.3 Thematic analysis  

One sort of analysis that is frequently used with qualitative research is thematic 

analysis or synthesis. There are three steps to it. The first one entails line-by-line 

coding of the crucial data from each study. This enables an assessment of the key 

findings free from the influence of the research topic. The second phase entails 

organizing the previously completed codes into more comprehensive categories, 

which produce the overall meaning of all the codes contained. It is crucial to return to 

the research topic for the last phase and establish final primary categories based on the 

previous step's categories. Given that it is mostly focused on the author's point of view, 

this section is far more likely to have biases. In order to make the results of the thematic 

analysis more understandable for the reader, they are typically presented as 

tabulations. (Paré & Kitsiou, 2017; Thomas & Harden, 2008; Systematic Reviews, 

2009.) The method previously outlined was used for this thesis, and the outcomes are 

shown in TABLE 3. 

 

TABLE 3. Categories based on thematic analysis 

Subcategories 
 Secondary 

categories 
Primary categories 

Rigidity 

United PD Rating 

Scale -III (motor 

control part) 
Motor symptoms 

Tremor at rest 

Postural tremor 

Finger taps 

Hand movement 

Rapid alternating movement 

of hand 

Bradykinesia 

Gait 

Dyskinesia 

Time up and go Mobility 

 Cognitive inhibition 

 Gait  
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8 RESULTS 

The author's initial query focused on whether forced exercise was effective, and if so, 

which symptoms were alleviated. Following the thematic analysis, it was determined 

that the studies presented in this thesis covered motor symptoms and non-motor 

symptoms. All the publications used specific tests to track changes in either motor or 

non-motor functions. These tests served as the foundation for our discussion regarding 

the effectiveness of forced exercise on Parkinson's disease symptoms. 

8.1 Motor symptoms 

Five of the six publications evaluated the impact of forced exercise on motor 

symptoms. The United PD Rating Scale was the most often utilized test. Different tests 

were conducted to evaluate various motor symptoms, and they will all be discussed in 

a subsequent section. 

Motor sequence learning Procedural learning 

Kinematic properties 
Fast simple reaction 

time task (FSRTT) 

Balance Berg balance test 

Lower extremity functions Five-times-sit-to-

stand test (FTSTS) Risk of falls 

BDI-II Depression 

Non motor symptoms 

MoCA 

Cognition 
Attention/concentration 

Executive functions 

Emotional recognition 
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8.1.1 UPDRS-III 

The united Parkinson disease rating scale was utilized in four articles, and only the 

third part of the test corresponding to the motor assessment was used in all of them. 

This section asks a variety of questions regarding the symptoms of the motor system, 

such as tremor, rigidity, or hand movements. In a study by Ridgel & Ault (2019), it 

was discovered that while there was no improvement in the control group's UPDRS-

III score, there was in the forced exercise group. Each session's progress was 

noticeable, as well as 48 hours after the final cycling session, which was the post-

testing period. According to Qutubuddin et al. (2013), improvements in the forced 

exercise group were observed only between the baseline and four months post-testing. 

It is the only study in that thesis that records changes not immediately following testing 

but several months later. In the study by Ridgel et al. (2015), improvements were 

shown throughout both the dynamic and static cycling sessions, but they were 

noticeably greater for the dynamic ones (forced exercise). Only three sessions were 

conducted for this investigation. The study by Nadeau et al. (2018) does not show 

progress. After three months of forced exercise, their study found no improvement 

between the pretesting and the post-testing. (Nadeau et al., 2018.) 

Some of the research looked at which elements of the UPDRS-III have improved. 

Improvements were noted for rigidity, finger tapping, hand movements, and 

pronation/supination in the study by Ridgel & Ault (2019). The UPDRS-III already 

includes bradykinesia, but this study focused further on it, particularly for the upper 

limb by employing a device to quantify movement quality. They demonstrated a 23% 

increase in the quick alternating movement speed and a 36% increase in movement 

amplitude. The study by Ridgel et al. (2015) produced similar findings; it demonstrated 

improvements in rigidity in the lower as well as in the upper extremities. Finger taping 

was a separate test in the Qutubuddin et al. (2013) study, but it is also a component of 

the UPDRS-III motor test. An improvement in this test is visible within the group 

according to the results, which are presented in the research in a table. 
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8.1.2 Mobility and gait 

In three research, the mobility and bradykinesia while walking were evaluated using 

the time up and go test. Similar findings about the impact of forced exercise on the 

time up and go test and so on the mobility and bradykinesia are shown in all the 

articles. In the forced exercise group known as the dynamic group, the timing of the 

test improved by 16.5% according to the study by Ridgel et al. (2015), but only by 8% 

in the static group. In the study by Ridgel & Ault (2019), the forced exercise group 

showed an improvement of 13% between the pretesting and the post-testing, while 

interestingly the control group showed a 3% decline in performance. Finally, only one 

group—the exercising group—constituted the research in the study by McGough et al. 

(2016). The mean pre-testing and mean post-testing showed improvement, which is 

similar to what was discovered in the two previous studies that was mentioned. 

These three studies help us comprehend the effects of a total of three, six and 30 (3 

times per week for 10 weeks) sessions of forced exercise on mobility and on 

bradykinesia during walking. 

Kinesia ONE was utilized in the study by Ridgel and Ault (2019) to measure 

participants' bradykinesia as well as their gait. The device was attached to the shoe and 

used to measure the rotation time, angular velocity, and coefficient of variation of time 

during leg swing while walking. According to this study, gait has improved by 60%. 

In the research by McGough et al. (2016), a new apparatus was employed, but 

comparable findings were made. Gait speed, cadence, and stride were measured using 

the GAITRite Walkway System at both a normal and rapid pace. The cadence and 

speed of the standard pace both showed improvements, while the fast tempo exhibited 

no noticeable effects. (McGough et al., 2016.) 

 

8.1.3 Risk of falls 

The Berg balance scale (BBS) and the five-time sit-to-stand (FTSTS) tests were 

employed in the research to evaluate the risk of falls. Two studies that exhibit different 

results both use the Berg Balance test. In the study by Qutubuddin et al. (2013), the 

results for the BBS between the control group and the forced exercise group as well as 
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within the exercising group at the 8-week checkpoint and at the end of the training 

program were nonsignificant. In the study by McGough et al. (2016), a mean increase 

of 1.5 points in the BBS performance was observed between the pretesting (one week 

prior to the start of the trial) and the post testing after 10 weeks. In addition to the BBS, 

the FTSTS test was employed in this study to evaluate the risk of falls and the 

functioning of the lower limbs. This test revealed a notable reduction in the 

performance time. The short physical performance battery was an additional element 

that was carried out in this investigation. It comprises of three distinct tasks: a timed 

5-times-sit-to-stand test, a static standing balance test, and a four-meter comfortable 

walking speed test. This exam is used to evaluate the lower extremities' functionality. 

The first two tasks were previously covered. Although there are not specific results for 

each test task, the study indicates that the results for the test have improved. (McGough 

et al., 2016.) 

8.2 Non motor symptoms 

In the studies that were included in this thesis two were reviewing non-motor 

symptoms. The symptoms reviewed were cognition and depression. (Harper et al., 

2019; Nadeau et al., 2018.) 

8.2.1 Cognition 

Harper et al.'s (2019) study separated cognition into three smaller categories: executive 

functions, emotional recognition, and attention and concentration. The individuals' 

overall cognitive skills were also assessed using the Montreal Cognitive Assessment 

(MoCA). Executive functions, the MoCA, and the category of attention and 

concentration all yielded no results. Over time, significant results were observed for 

the emotional recognition, pointing to the improvement of this form of cognition with 

forced exercise. The Stroop test and the trail-making test were used in research by 

Nadeau et al. (2018) to measure the flexibility and inhibition of cognition. The trail 

making test revealed no progress. Stroop test results revealed an improvement in 

cognitive inhibition. 
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8.2.2 Depression  

Both the study by Nadeau et al. and the one by Harper et al. (2019) included 

assessments of depression. The Beck depression inventory (BDI) was utilized in the 

study by Nadeau et al. (2018), whereas the Beck depression inventory II (BDI-II) was 

employed in the study by Harper et al. Because there was a significant difference in 

the levels of depression between the groups, Nadeau et al. (2018) used this as a 

covariable in their statistical analysis. In the study by Harper et al. (2019), depression 

was tested before and after exercise training, and neither the group as a whole nor 

when comparing the exercising group to the control group showed any signs of 

improvement. 

8.3 Engagement  

Even though participation was not one of the articles' goals or objectives, there is still 

some significant information about patient involvement in the process. One article 

specifically evaluated the feasibility and patient participation. The reasons why some 

patients were excluded from the final analysis in the studies by Nadeau et al. (2018), 

Ridgel et al. (2015), and Ridgel & Ault (2019) varied, but they were all related to 

personal or medical issues, injuries, or the patients' failure to disclose certain medical 

factors that were influencing the results during the interview. Depending on the 

aforementioned factors, patients from both the control or non-forced exercise and the 

forced exercise groups were being removed. Harper et al. (2019) state that two 

participants were excluded because they did not participate in the exercise program, 

but no mention is made of whether they were from the control or cycling groups. Three 

participants were initially withdrawn from the study by Qutubuddin et al. (2013) 

because they were unable to obtain a medical clearance for the test, and six other 

participants were removed due to illness or missing exercise sessions. Which group 

these participants belonged to is unknown. Finally, four participants were dropped 

because they did not attend the four-month follow-up. One of those four participants 

was in the cycling group, while the other three were in the control group.  

McGough et al. (2016) analyzed participant involvement as a research goal in their 

investigations, which went beyond just looking at the data. Three participants in their 
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program were left out of the final calculations. One was absent due to medical reasons, 

another due to an injury, and the third did not engage in follow-up. The program was 

completed by all participants from start to finish. The ten-week program has a 96% 

attendance rate indicating a high level of involvement with this program. Additionally, 

throughout the 10 weeks of the program, 95% of participants attained their intended 

cadence and 87% reached and maintained their target heart rate range. In this research, 

tandem bikes with a healthy pedaling partner were utilized. In addition to encouraging 

the PD patient throughout the session, the partner was giving assistance by pedaling. 

Before and after the session, the teammates had to get together to assess their blood 

pressure and heart rates, complete a readiness to exercise checklist, and set weekly 

team goals. The ongoing support of the partner is a key aspect in PD patients' 

engagement and attainment of adequate exercise intensities. 

9 DISCUSSION 

All the studies (Harper et al., 2019; McGough et al., 2016; Nadeau et al., 2018; 

Qutubuddin et al., 2013; Ridgel et al., 2015; Ridgel & Ault, 2019) came to the same 

conclusion: the motor symptoms were improved. The author chose to group the 

symptoms with a test in consideration of the outcomes and thematic analysis. These 

tests are ones that physiotherapists utilize since they are relevant to evaluating the 

symptoms and offering a trustworthy reference for future reevaluation. Finding tools 

that are accurate but can also be trusted to analyze changes over time is essential for 

physiotherapists. The author observed that using those tests made the discussion of the 

results more meaningful since they were all based on the same tool and the possible 

risk of bias was decreased.  

The research made clear the procedure for choosing participants, the protocol, and the 

aims and objectives. The results were obtained through the use of valid and reliable 

tests. When doing the research and conducting the follow-up, the same amount of time 

was given to each group. The number of participants who did not complete the entire 

program was disclosed, along with the explanations for their absence. These details 
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provide further protection against bias risk and ensure that the research's findings, and 

obviously this thesis, are reliable. 

 

Finding conclusive answers to the study topic was made simpler because the same test 

was used in all the experiments. With the use of this thesis, it has been demonstrated 

that using forced exercise benefited mobility, gait, fall risk, and the motor systems of 

both the upper and lower limbs. Depending on the individual, the severity of the 

condition, their age, their gender, and several other unique factors, the outcomes may 

vary slightly. It is crucial to keep in mind that those techniques are not universal. 

Depending on the participants' physical condition and perceived level of exertion, 

some research adjusted for them. Although there is a chance that the results may be 

biased as a result, the author of this thesis saw the adjustments as a great approach to 

demonstrate that results could still be obtained even when the protocol was not strictly 

followed. By tailoring the exercise for them, it would be possible to make forced 

exercise accessible to a larger range of Parkinson patients and encourage them to 

engage in regular forced exercise in the future. 

 

In this thesis, the findings on the non-motor symptoms appear to be inconclusive. The 

different articles that were evaluating those symptoms failed to show any improvement 

with forced exercise. However, discussion can be brought to the relevance of those 

results. Only two studies evaluated the non-motor symptoms and the symptoms that 

were chosen were cognition and depression. It is quite restricted and might not 

represent the full impact of forced exercise on non-motor symptoms. In addition, the 

study by Nadeau et al. (2018) opted to add depression as a covariable because there 

was too much disparity between the two groups. This difference was easily expected 

since PD patients are at higher risk of depression. As a result, there will be one less 

study analyzing this symptom, leading to this thesis's conclusion being dependent 

solely on Harper et al.'s (2019) research. 

 

All the studies had extremely high levels of engagement, and most of the patients 

showed up for every session and achieved their cadence and heart rate objectives. 

Attendance and successful outcomes are linked in a virtuous circle. Participants who 

frequently attend the sessions may experience positive outcomes, which motivates 

them to attend more classes. Almost all of the studies' sessions took place in a very 
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research-oriented setting. The study by McGough et al., however, was one that was 

very instructive on the participants' participation and, consequently, the possible 

implementation in the physiotherapist's practice. Since therapeutic exercise is a crucial 

part of a physiotherapist's job, the author first considered the advantages of 

implementing it with patients in a private office or a more established setting. The 

patient could benefit from it, as evidenced by the prior results. But the promotion of 

health was something that only started to emerge later and with the help of this 

research. It is one of a physiotherapist's responsibilities both to the community at large 

and to their workplace. Physiotherapists implementing this type of program for their 

patient or in the community in general could help Parkinson’s disease patients to 

alleviate some of their symptoms and by creating a program with healthy people, raise 

awareness to the disease, include the patients more in the community and promote 

health for the patients but also for the healthy partners. 

 

The entire thesis-writing process was challenging, and there were numerous 

difficulties. However, the author gained some crucial knowledge for her career as a 

physiotherapist and as a person in general. One of the important ideas was standing up 

for the topic chosen and believing in it because the author was genuinely passionate 

about it. Sometimes people will question our choices, but it is crucial to be able to 

defend them by stating why we believed they were the proper course to take. It was 

challenging for the author to understand how to find reliable, pertinent scientific 

documentation, but it will be crucial to stay updated on old and new knowledge 

because it will form the foundation of her work. 

 

The first factor that contributes to this thesis' limitations is the inclusion of exclusively 

free full publications. Using this criterion did result in the removal of some papers that 

would have otherwise satisfied the research standards and the research question. The 

articles that were eliminated based on this criterion might have provided additional 

knowledge to this thesis. The second restriction that this thesis encounters is that, 

because it was not a systematic assessment of the literature, the risk of bias is less 

addressed. Despite the author's best efforts to pay close attention to it, a precise 

evaluation of the risk of bias has not been undertaken, which consequently places a 

restriction on the reliability of this thesis. 
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10 CONCLUSION 

The majority of research discovered a beneficial effect of forced exercise on 

Parkinson's disease motor symptoms. The findings for the non-motor symptoms were 

inconclusive, and no discernible improvement was observed. Improvements in the 

motor symptoms can be observed, and the patients appear eager to engage in forced 

exercise sessions. 
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